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Summer Success for a
Verulam Writer
Verulam Writer Lesley Eames has seen her
newly-published novel The Silver Ladies of
London, become a top summer read.

Published on July 1st, The Silver Ladies of London
is about four women in the 1920s who set up a
chauffeur business after being dismissed from
their jobs in London and receiving the gift of a
silver Rolls Royce.
Shortly after publication The Silver Ladies
climbed to number 15 on Amazon’s Hot New
Sagas chart.

Lesley Eames and
her book The Silver
Ladies of London.

While a prolific short story writer, this is Lesley’s
first novel. She said of Verulam Writers: “Writing
is a solitary business and I find the eyes of nonwriter friends tend to glaze over with that ‘get
me out of here’ look if I talk about writing indepth. It’s great to have a community of local

writers who ‘get it’ and are incredibly generous
with their support.”
Dave Weaver, Chairman of Verulam Writers, added
“It's wonderful to see another Verulam Writer have
a national success. Lesley of course has had many
years of winning writing competitions and placing
short stories with top magazines so one should
hardly be surprised she has added yet another
string to her bow. Congratulations on your
successful publication Lesley!”.

This time in VERACITY…
▪ Wendy makes summer sizzle
▪ Tina writes like a pro
▪ Phillip looks to his inspiration
▪ It’s back! The Big Interview,
with Lloyd Otis

An interview with Lesley is on page 26.
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Secrets and Lies at the Crystal
Decanter Competition 2018
The Crystal Decanter Competition brings out the liars in VW.
‘It Was a Lie’ was the theme of the Crystal
Decanter Competition, set this year by
Richard Bruckdorfer. As well as producing
strong entries it also brought out the more
sinister side of many Verulam Writers!

The 1,500-word competition saw six entries
which had to be written in the first person.
As Richard said in his summing-up,
‘questionable parentage’ came up in more
than one story, including the first, A Whole
Truth, where a father turns up on the
doorstep unexpectedly. This was followed by
The Perfect Son about the death of a son set in ancient times. Who Am I also dealt with parenting,
and explored the culture-clash experienced by the child of immigrants.
Sim Hater and Laura took a different route that also proved popular - crime. About a deep-cover
policeman investigating forged bank notes, the protagonist is not all he appears to be. Heart Lies was
also about crime; this time set in an interrogation room as someone was questioned about the death
of a serial killer. Finally, My Limbic
System Lied to Me used the relationship
between a young woman and her
employer to explore the idealisation of
others and the unrealistic expectations
that come with perfection.
Richard said it was the most difficult
adjudication he had to do, but there
could only be one person who lied their
way to the top. In first place was Sim
Hater and Laura by Ben Bergonzi,
second was Heart Lies by Gerwin de
Boer and third was The Whole Truth by
Barbara Cooper.
The gnome went to the writer of Heart
Lies, Tina Shaw whose name of Hugo
First made sure she did!
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Lloyd Otis: Blogging, Writing and
Murder Most Foul…
Wendy Turner and Robert Paterson report on Lloyd Otis's talk to VW.
Lloyd Otis is a man in love with his craft of
writing. His enthusiasm and dedication came
over strongly as he shared lessons learned along
the way towards publishing his first novel Dead
Lands.

the slang of the time. He also introduced the very
modern crime of identity theft to the storyline,
having been a victim of it himself, though editing
thoroughly to make the story commercial and
not too personal was important to Lloyd.
Once shy by nature, Lloyd said that reading out to
his peers was terrifying yet confidence-building.
He spoke of his pathway to publication through a
small independent publisher with trips to
CrimeFests including Bloody Scotland (Stirling),
Harrogate and Bristol where he met inspiring
people who advised him to 'write what you want
to write' and 'write what you know about’. But
it's a gamble and you have to acknowledge that.
Your book must be suitable for today's market.
Set time apart for reading to ensure you know
what's current in your genre. The competition is
immense (as we know!). Study the book charts
(W.H. Smith do their own) to see where your
chosen genre is in the top 20 best sellers. A book
takes a year and there are always new trends.
However, the gamble can pay off; books such as
Fifty Shades of Grey and The Girl On The Train
played to gaps in the market and hit great
popularity - not to mention a host of imitations!

Lloyd Otis
His book is set against the backdrop of the Battle
of Lewisham, a march that took place in August
1977 where the far right and anti-fascist supports
clashed. Lloyd believes all stories should have a
unique angle, and setting the hunt for a psychotic
stalker/murderer against this violent event was
his.

Lloyd spoke of blogging which enabled him to
fully understand a writer's life. Rejection by
publishers was all part of writing but he advised
to never let it kill your enthusiasm - your book
may just not be right for the current market.
Ideally your agent, if you have one, should like
what you write and your relationship should be
Lloyd tackled many re-writes after interviewing honest and transparent. There are different types
former police officers and others, and stuck to
of crime: thrillers, psychological crime etc., so be
3
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specific in your writing. And be ready to sacrifice
serious time to promote your book.
After the break we had a Q&A session where Lloyd
touched on the social commentary in his book. His
story is a strong piece of history despite the terror
and dread woven into it, but primarily it's about a
murder where the Battle of Lewisham acts as the
setting.
For future writing, Lloyd will see how his book does
and will think about what is in his own heart. One
option was to go back to his main character. It's
great if you can get a character that people love to
follow such as Inspector Rebus or Adam Dalglish.
Have no fear though, the second time round is
much easier! All the ‘should I's?’ have gone. You
know what you need to do so you just get on with
it.
It was an informative and entertaining evening
where Lloyd shared his fascinating journey, and the
night was much enjoyed by VW.

Competition Time!
We are asking VW members to
send in…

The First 500 Words
Have you been putting off starting something – a novel, a
screenplay, a poem, etc.…? Send in the first 500 words of a new
and previously unpublished project. Winners will be judged by
the editor and published in VERACITY. Send your entries to
VWVeracityEditor@gmail.com by 1st October. Good luck!
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Writing for Professional Journals
Tina Shaw on her journal-writing success.
Although I enjoy writing fiction,
if I am honest, I have probably
had the most success in getting
non-fiction articles and letters
published.
These topics, which frequently
also feature in my story writing,
relate to my professional work
as a (children’s) social worker. To
get published requires an angle
and topic to which other
professionals can relate, but
about which they may not have
time and energy to write. My
first success was to describe my
feelings as a social worker

removing a new born baby from
the special care unit, from a
mother who was totally unable
to look after the child. I had no
doubt about the need to
perform this draconian action,
but writing about the feelings it
invoked in me was hugely
therapeutic and, hopefully,
helpful to other social workers
who had been in the same
situation.

therapeutic benefits of play for
children living in a women’s
refuge. Although the work was
not in itself exceptional, the job
of child support worker in that
particular
environment
is,
unfortunately, fairly unusual,
and this is probably why my
article was accepted for the increase in domestic
printing.
violence following England
defeats. The second was more
The recent article accepted by recent, in response to an article
the Hysterectomy Association about being sexually abused,
was actually entirely about written by a woman who had
adopting a child. It provided a been taught by her religion to
different angle to their usual ‘turn the other cheek’. My letter
contributions and fulfilled a gap described my role as an NSPCC /
in that particular market.
Childline volunteer, going into
primary schools to teach
Other published pieces have children the ‘Speak Out & Stay
come from my relatively unusual Safe’ programme rather than
perspective of being an adoptive keeping silent.
parent as well as a social worker,
thus I’m able to write about this I can recommend writing about
from a user and a professional professional issues of which you
angle. I have also made use of have knowledge, but, if it is
my perspective as a retired social work, don’t do it for a
social worker, reflecting on the living. The only people who have
changes and pendulum swings ever paid me are the
that have taken place in the Hysterectomy Association, with
profession over the last fifty the princely sum of £30.
years.

My proudest achievements
have, however, been the two
letters I have had published in
the Guardian newspaper – both
extremely short. The first was
during the last football world
Another article described the cup series when I wrote about
5
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Sea-Side Side-Shows on the SeaShore....
Wendy Turner just loves ice cream!
What do you love about summer? Would you
put sun and sea into second place after
summer food? In that case, some elderflower
and kiwi pavlova, sir? Or some lychee and
rosewater ice-cream? Ice-cream! Now we're
talking. What about a summer article with a
different flavour?
And while we're on the subject, who were the
Biblical ice-cream salesmen? Answer at the
end...
Ice cream goes back to ancient times. You can
scoop up info on King Tang of the Shang
Dynasty who had a passion for flavoured ice.
He liked it even better when dairy products,
salt and honey were added. Even the Persians
stopped invading their neighbours long enough
to invent a kind of ice-cream for their royals.
Ideas about freezing food gradually dripped
from east to west. Folk law has it that Marco
Polo took sole responsibility for introducing
One Cornetto to Venice and that Nero sent his
slaves off into snowy regions for the necessary
ingredients. He loved to top his sundae with
honey, nuts and fruit thereby becoming the
first Roman Emperor to fiddle with ice-cream
flavours...

Hearing Dog Ruffles gets his ice-cream!
Photo courtesy of Hertfordshire Branch,
HearingDogs

To add some lemon zest to your article, you could investigate Sir Francis Bacon's interest in freezing,
intended to make life easier for Queen Elizabeth I in her foreign wars. Look up the strange case of Sir
Francis Bacon and the frozen chicken…
Passion for the elusive ice grew to such an extent that the nobility created ice-houses. Ice was
harvested, wrapped and buried for summer use. Why not get on the trail of 'Ice King' Frederic Tudor
(18th century) or write up the strange history of ice-houses for a refreshing summer article?
www.historyofrefrigeration.com
6
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Fancy a nice summer break in Canada? You could
sign up at the University of Guelph Dairy Science
and Technology for an intensive week-long
course with lectures and lab sessions on
methods to produce quality ice-cream.
www.uoguelph.ca/foodscience/ice-creamtechnology-short-course. Or navigate your way to
their Ice Cream eBook. What fun!

accomplished by the Chinese who discovered
that mixing salt with ice reduced the freezing
point, which takes us back to King Tang. Sorbets
appeared in Europe in the 1600s and later
sweetened milk was added. The Americans had
to wait for their ice cream until Governor
Bladen's tea party in 1744 and Mary Randolph's
18th century cookbook The Virginia Housewife
which recommended oyster ice-cream. Other
rather tempting flavours include curry and mint,
brown butter bacon and pear with blue cheese.
To keep motivated this summer, why not delve
into the history of the things you most enjoy?
Some magazines like explanations from experts
so hop on the trail of who does what and get
some interesting quotes. Take lots of photos and
ask your contacts if they would care to share
some of theirs with you. It's free advertising for
them but remember to credit them in your
article. Why not come up with a cool history this
summer for a little extra lolly?

How do we get anywhere near the frozen truth?
Research suggests that freezing was first
Biblical ice-cream salesmen: Walls of Jericho....

The Success Book
We’re delighted to share some of our member’s successes from
our success book, circulated at every meeting at St Michael’s.

The Success Book
Month
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Feb
March
May
May
May

Writer
Lesley Eames
Lesley Eames
Lesley Eames
Tina Shaw
Mary-Barr Le Messurier
Wendy Turner
Tina Shaw
Wendy Turner
Lesley Eames
Lesley Eames
Anne Ellis

Type
Short Story
Short Story
Short Story
Article
Report
Article
Article
Article
Short Story
e-book
Short Story

Title
The Shoebox
Slam Dunk
Tongue Tied
Early Hysterectomy
Geology of Jersey
Evergreen “Buntingford”
Building Trust
Jean Takes in the Air
Are We There Yet?
Silver Ladies
London Lark
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Publication
Words
Woman's Weekly
3,000
Woman's Weekly
2,000
Woman's Weekly
2,000
Hysterectomy Association
1,100
Open University Geology Magazine <1,000
Our Town
1,000
Professional Social Work
500
People's Friend
1,000
Woman's Weekly
4,000
Aria (Head of Zeus)
108,000
Upstaged Anmo
4,000
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Verulam Writers’ Success Book: Up
Yours, Ugly
Lesley Eames delves in to the outgoing VW Success Book.
Verulam Writers’ Success Book
(1984 to date) is many things.
As well as being an impressive
archive of the sales and
competition wins members
have achieved over the years,
it’s an invitation to step back
into the nostalgia of the past
and remember old faces,
markets, and interests. It’s also
a lot of fun.
The honour for making the first
entry went to John PowellWilliams who reported on a
Bassett
Hound
Show
at
Peterborough for Horse and
Hound. The most recent entry
records my sale of a short story,
My Turn, to Woman’s Weekly. In
between are hundreds of entries
which
show
the
talent,
imagination
and
savvy
commerciality of members past
and present.
Some of the markets mentioned
in the book are with us no more,
Annabel magazine and the News
of the World newspaper being
two of them. Some of the
people who were interviewed
for articles are also no longer
with us, including Roy Castle,
Barbara Cartland, David Jacobs
and the Vicar of Dibley’s Emma
Chambers. It’s the same with TV
programmes mentioned in

members’ articles such as On
Location with Bergerac (Gillian
Thornton) and Howard’s Way
Fashions
(Mary
Renston).
They’re gone but not forgotten
(at least not by we mature folk).
In the early years of the success
book non-fiction dominated and
we still have feature writers
amongst our membership. Are
they an enterprising lot or what?
They’ve
written
about
anniversaries (RSPB’s 100th and
Barbie’s 40th), Harpenden pubs,
welding hazards, Roman roads,
patchwork, childcare, Jersey’s
new gorilla, cow creamers,
narcolepsy,
ghosts
of
Buckinghamshire,
hanging
baskets, church bells, weekend
breaks, holidays, cats, dogs and
hippos to name just a few
subjects. Some members have
drawn on their own experiences
too. One such is Steve Barley
who wrote about his days as a
househusband.
Subjects that have been
researched have often been
recycled for new publications.
Jean Gardner has written about
puddingstone for numerous
outlets while former Chair, Lin
Cramphorn, has even recycled
her
Verulam
Writers’
competition entries and sold
8
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them to several publications. Although members such as the
Well, I did say they were savvy.
prolific Wendy Turner ensure
that article writing continues to
My award for Seizing the feature in our success book, we
Opportunity goes to Nick Cook, also have an ever-growing
however. A car breakdown
might test the patience of most
of us but Nick saw it as a chance
to interview the AA man and
duly sold the article.
Sadly, we can only speculate on
some of the article subject
matters. Who or what was John
Pattinson writing about in his
articles, Up Yours, Ugly or Sold
to the Man in the Suit? Who
knows? It’s fun to imagine what number of entries for short
he might have had in mind, stories and novels. Kate Allan
though.
(now literary agent, Kate Nash)
got the ball rolling with her
novella, A Notorious Deception.
Since then successes include
the
aforementioned
Jon
Pinnock’s Jane Austen spoof,
Mrs Darcy versus the Aliens
(who wouldn’t need relief from
DCOM
application?),
Toby
Frost’s Space Captain Smith
Lest readers think our members series, a whole host of gay
are frivolous, this isn’t always romance novels from Anne Ellis
the case as we’ve long had aka J L Merrow, Jenny Barden’s
some clever clogs amongst our historical adventure Mistress of
membership. These include the the Sea, Camilla Chester’s
editor of Imperial College children’s novel Jarred Dreams
Engineer (Colleen Richardson), and my own historical saga, The
and members who’ve written Silver Ladies of London.
on health and safety (Nick
Cook), Oxidant Stress (Richard Not that our members can’t
Bruckdorfer), and Professional write succinctly when the need
DCOM Application Development arises. Mark Clementson won a
(Jon Pinnock, who had to Readers Digest competition
recover from the excitement of with a 100-word story while
it by launching himself into Simon
Bowden
won
a
fiction).
competition which involved
tweeting a story of only 140
9

characters.
Reading through the success
book and tracing my own
development from short story
writer to novel writer reminds
me of another great thing about
the
success
book.
It’s
inspirational. It shows that ideas
can be found anywhere and
that dreams of publication can
be made a reality.

Our current success book is
almost full so we’ll be starting a
new one soon. What sort of
entries will it record? I can’t
wait to find out.
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Of Eggs and Baskets: A Cautionary
Tale
Anne Ellis on the pitfalls of publication.
It’s a heady moment when somebody buys
your first book. You feel a mix of emotions.
Pride: at least one person out there likes your
brainchild enough to lay some money on the
line for it, so it can’t be total rubbish. Avarice:
clearly you are about to top all bestseller lists
and become richer than God. Or JK Rowling,
even. The other five deadly sins are probably
less well represented, although that may depend on your preferred mode of celebration.
After a publisher has shown confidence in you, it’s natural to show confidence in them, and when
other books mature and are ready to be released into the wild, your first publisher is probably the
first one you turn to. There may be compelling reasons to do so: this second book may be a direct
sequel to the first. Or your publisher may have slipped a right of first refusal into your contract.
(Always Read Your Contract ™). And in any case, publishing a second book will have a knock-on effect
on sales of your first, so it’s handy to have them both under the same roof.
When it comes to your sixth book, however—or your sixteenth—it’s probably time to start spreading
yourself around a bit. Publishers are not immortal, particularly smaller indie publishers*. Even larger
presses close lines, such as Carina (Harlequin) and Simon & Schuster in the last year. AllRomance, one
of the biggest genre distributors in the US and with a publishing sideline, closed completely at the
end of 2016 with less than a week’s notice.
If your publisher closes down or goes bust, you
should find you get your books back. At least, as
long as you’ve made sure there’s a clause in
your contract stipulating that on your
publisher’s insolvency, all rights revert to you.
(Always Read Your Contract ™). You may or may
not get the royalties you’re owed—AllRomance
in particular left a great many people out of
pocket.
In 2017 my main publisher, Samhain, closed its
doors and I found myself with 17 orphaned
books to re-home. I was luckier than many
authors who’ve been landed in similar straits:
10
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Samhain closed in an orderly fashion, and all royalties were paid (none of this pesky running off with
the money to buy a second home in the sun I’ve seen from other publishers). Nevertheless, it wasn’t
an easy position to be in. Instead of writing new books I was spending my time running around trying
to re-house the old ones.
At a time like this, your fellow authors can be invaluable. Samhain authors set up a mutual support
group on Facebook to share information on legal issues (e.g. could we use the edited versions of our
books, or were all edits the property of Samhain? What about blurbs? If we wrote them, were they
ours, or considered work-for-hire?) and
advice on seeking new publishers/self
publishing. Cover designers, editors and
publicists within the genre also stepped in to
offer support. This is why time spent
networking is never wasted, and why you
should always view authors in your genre as
allies, not competitors (a certain US author**
may want to take note).
In the end — and with a strong feeling of
“once bitten” — I went with a mixed
approach to republishing. Out of those 17
books, 12 went to three different publishers
(all of whom I’d published with before) and I
self-published five, initially on the Kindle Select programme so that they went to Kindle Unlimited
(Amazon’s subscription reading service; some authors in the romance genre say the majority of their
income comes from this) and after the first six months, taking them out of that programme to be
published on all major eBook platforms.
Republishing takes time, however, even (or in fact especially) if you don’t do it all yourself. The selfpublished books, I could put up on Amazon right away, but publisher lead times mean that, at time of
writing, two books are still to be re-released over a year after Samhain’s closure. And I’ve spent a lot
more of that year in re-edits than I’d have preferred.
Is the solution to self-publish everything? Well, some swear by it, but it’s not for me. Time spent selfpublishing is time not spent writing, and if you self-publish, all the upfront costs such as covers and
editing are yours to pay. And as one reader said on Facebook, “If you all self-publish, how will I ever
find your books?”

*For anyone worried about their publisher, website Writer Beware is most definitely your friend.
**Famous in the romance genre for trying to trademark the word “cocky”, and sending threatening
letters to many authors who used the word in their titles. Also for being widely ridiculed and
condemned.
11
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on

@verulamwriters
Do you have some writing news such as an event or publication of
an article or book?

• Visited a website that could be a good resource for other
writers?
• Like to find out more about the VW?
• Seen a good quote?
Then head to @verulamwriters on
!
We’d like to encourage all members
to visit and use our Facebook page.
It’s full of news from the VW and a
great way to stay connected! As long
as posts are writing-related and
appropriate, we’d love you to post
too!
12
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Aliens to Alienation: Now is the
Key to When
Nick Cook looks to the future.
Science fiction is supposed to predict the future,
but often it is so much better at predicting the
present. It does this by taking our fears and
hopes and dreams and projecting them onto the
infinite canvas of things to come.

aliens with thinly disguised communist-aliens.
But science fiction not only depicted our fear of
aliens. It reflected our hope that science and
technology could address those fears while at the
same time creating a utopia.

And as fears go what could be more potent than
alien feet clad in alien boots stamping all over
our green and pleasant stockbroker belts? In
George Chesney’s 1871 novelette The Battle of
Dorking the aliens in question are Prussians and
their invasion is entirely successful. The impact of
this story lay in its matter-of-fact description of
foreign troops marching across familiar South
Downs countryside. The consequences hit even
harder. There are no atrocities against civilians,
just slow decline into grey poverty as Britain
becomes a tax farm for a now resurgent German
Empire.
Chesney, a retired General, wrote The Battle of
Dorking to rail against government complacency
in the face of Prussian militarisation. In this his
story was spectacularly successful. Far more
successful than his newspaper articles on the
same subject had ever been.
Starship Troopers by Robert Heinlein, first
The Battle of Dorking sold 80,000 copies in its
published 1959. This is a photograph of the
first month and went on to become an
cover of my copy of the book, the first I ever
international best seller. The Prussians loved it. It
bought. Held together by Sellotape now.
became so famous that Gladstone, a notorious
military under-spender, felt impelled to warn
Whitby Working Men’s Liberal Association to “be
on your guard against alarmism.”
In Robert Heinlein’s 1959 novel Starship Troopers
science and technology created an ingenious suit
Its literary impact was even greater, sowing the to help our boys fight aliens that were truly alien;
seeds of the alien-invasion genre. By the 1950s intelligent spiders from outer space. But
American SF writers were replacing PrussianHeinlein’s suit was more than a match for them.
13
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It’s feedback sensors automatically reinforced
natural movement. If you needed to jump over a
house the suit’s rockets automatically cut in to
assist. It left soldiers free to soldier. The only
drawback says Heinlein, is that it can’t scratch
where it itches.

supplying all the needs of the people who live in
them. The story describes the gradual breakdown
of the machine and the terminal consequences
for those dependent on it. A very powerful
warning against overdependence on technology
we have ceased to control.

Today, nurses and industrial workers are using
powered exoskeletons in real life, not to jump
over houses but to help handle bariatric patients
and heavy loads respectively.

But what of today? When it comes to hopes and
fears the 21st century thoughtfully leaves SF
writers spoilt for choice. From stem cell therapy
to terrorism never have we had so many dreams,
so many nightmares.

Heinlein’s suit was a beacon for science and
technology. But not all SF writers viewed
scientific progress through rose coloured goggles.
David Keller’s 1928 novella Revolt of the
Pedestrians, depicts how overdependence on
new-fangled transport machines causes our legs
to wither away through lack of use. Humans end
up crawling the sidewalk like helpless babies.

But I think that two basic needs can still provide
important inspiration for 21st Century SF. The
need for someone and the need for someplace.
Without these we are all aliens.
For Frankenstein’s creation it was someone.
Someone to love. Someone to talk to. The real
monster in Mary Shelley’s 1818 novel was the
world that alienated him just because through no
fault of his own he was different.
For American SF writer Clifford Simak it was
always someplace. And that someplace was a
mid-western farm sitting on a high bluff in south
western Wisconsin overlooking the confluence of
the Wisconsin and Mississippi rivers. The farm
where he was born and raised, the creeks fished
and swam in. And instead of wiping us out
Simak’s aliens usually prefer to wipe out our
loneliness by helping us to join a vast Galactic
brotherhood.
This article shows just a few of the many ways in
which SF writers harness contemporary concerns
for inspiration. There are many more.
So where does that leave SF today?

The Revolt of the Pedestrians by David H Keller
M.D. Published in Amazing Stories, 1928.

It leaves it with just one suggestion. When
putting finger to keyboard SF writers would do
E.M. Forster’s 1909 short story The Machine well to keep one eye on the present as well as
Stops goes one crawl further. The “machine” is a one eye on the future.
vast subterranean honeycomb of cubicles
© Verulam Writers 2018
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My Biggest Influence… Haruki
Murakami
Phillip Mitchell on his literary inspiration.
Many years ago, my mother handed me a scruffy book
she’d rescued from local library sale. The 600-page novel
had a torn cover, yellowed wavy pages, and an ‘old book’
aroma of vanilla and grass.
‘I liked the title’, she said.
The book was The Wind-up Bird Chronicle and the exotic, other-worldly sounding author was Haruki
Murakami.

I immediately started reading the book. It was unlike anything I’d read before: its style unique, the
story bizarre.
Haruki Murakami soon became my hero. I wear Murakami T-shirts in the way I used to wear Nirvana
or Sonic Youth T-shirts. I’ve read all but two of his books and I would never lend my copies — they’re
mine — hands off! And when I see someone reading Murakami on the train or in a park I want to run
up to them and spout, ‘He’s great, isn’t he? Yes, yes, he’s great!’
Murakami was born in Kyoto, Japan, in 1949. After university he opened a small jazz bar, Peter Cat,
which he ran with his wife for 7 years until, in 1978, he watched a life-changing baseball game. In the
instant Dave Hilton hit a double, Murakami suddenly realised he could write a novel. On his return
home that night, he began writing. His first novel, Here the Wind Sing, was published in 1979, and
shortly afterwards he closed the bar to become a full-time writer.
Murakami became a renowned author of novels and short stories in Japan, but on release of his fifth
novel, Norwegian Wood, Murakami became an enormous literary superstar; the book has sold over 4
million copies in Japan alone. Now, he’s Japan’s
most famous novelist abroad. He’s been
translated into more than fifty languages and
his works made into films, plays, and even
albums.
So, why do I like Murakami so much? Is it
because he’s an image of the cool, calm,
intelligent, peace-loving, cat-loving, music
collecting, marathon running, camera-shy
writer I wish to be? Or is because he inspires
me with his fantastic writing?
© Verulam Writers 2018
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Haruki
Murakami –
The Facts
Regular Murakami readers play
Murakami Bingo to spot the various
idiosyncrasies and recurring
elements, for example cats,
ears, train stations,
disappearing characters,
and wells.
Murakami is a translator of
many famous novels into
Japanese, but he doesn’t
translate his own.
Murakami started
writing his first novel in
English before
switching to
Japanese.

Murakami’s writing is clear and easy-to-read, with a
recognisable style that translates across languages. The
Japanese literary establishment have accused him of writing
deliberately for a Western audience, but this is not the case. His
writing style, unconventionally for a Japanese writer, is
influenced by American authors. I see the best of Raymond
Chandler’s sense of plot, Kurt Vonnegut’s concise,
conversational tone, and Raymond ‘master-of-the-short-story’
Carver’s gritty realism in Murakami’s work.

The weirdness of Murakami’s work reminds me to free my
imagination as I write. His stories, mostly set in the real world,
occasionally feature talking cats, sheep-men, and super frogs,
or two moons may rise in the sky. These elements appear from
nowhere but feel normal within the worlds Murakami creates.
Like myself, Murakami's a huge lover of music. He’s collected
over 10,000 vinyl records and references to music often feature
in his work. His musical ear is apparent in his work; he ensures
each sentence and paragraph has rhythm. I aim to make my
sentences as musical as Murakami's, to make them sing, to
make them as pleasing to my ear as the music in my
headphones.
Overall, there's much in Murakami's work I find to inspire my
own writing and I can't recommend his novels and short stories
highly enough. He won’t be to everyone’s taste, but if you’ve
not come across him he’s worth a read. Just be aware that I’ve
found side effects to reading his work: I never escape the desire
to add talking cats into my stories.

Where to start…
The Wind-up Bird Chronicle

Norwegian Wood

This novel catapulted Murakami to
This
is
often
considered
literary super-stardom and is his
Murakami’s masterpiece.
most realistic novel.

Daigo-ji, Kyoto –
Murakami’s birth city.

Toru Okada’s cat has disappeared
and his wife grows more distant
every
day.
Starting
with
increasingly odd phone calls,
Toru’s ordinary life is turned
upside-down, and a bizarre
journey begins, guided by strange
characters
like
Boris
the
Manskinner.
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Toru Watanabe hears his favourite
Beatles’ song and recalls Naoko,
his first love. The novel tells the
story of his student days in sixties
Tokyo — uneasy friendships,
passion, loss, and desire. A young
woman, Midori, charges into his
life and he has to choose between
his past and the future.
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On the night of the VW end of season party an epic battle took place between some of our most
beloved characters. Sam Ellis reports on who won…
Like all good writers, the
Verulam Writers 2017/2018
season ended with heightened
drama when characters and
arguments alike were pitched
against each other in the
undeniably
epic
(and
inaugural)
Clash
of the
Characters… a night where we
each chose a character from
fiction and argued their case as
the best around.

First up was Jonny, who
introduced his choice of
character as ‘controversial’. This
turned out to be justified, as he

chose Death. Not Death in
general,
but
curry-eating,
kitten-loving Death from Terry
Pratchett’s Discworld series.

and refusal to be conventional
is summed up in Tina’s chosen
line of George’s: “I shall NEVER
marry a scientist”.

In Robert’s corner was Horace
Rumpole, from John Mortimer’s
Rumpole of the Bailey stories.
Citing his love of crossexamination (quite literally)
Robert also detailed his flaws as
a lover of cigars and wine, and
also his description of his wife
Aside from kittens and curry, as ‘she who must be obeyed’.
Jonny highlighted his growth
through
the
series,
his
sympathy and his take on the
world highlighted in the line
“Human beings make life so
interesting. Do you know that in
a universe so full of wonders,
they have managed to invent
boredom?”
Georgina (sorry, George) from
Enid Blyton’s The Famous Five
was Tina’s prize fighter. Citing
her character as something of a
tomboy, but also something of a
wimp, George’s fighting spirit
17
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but also liked that Lizzie is
Dave’s character had an added flawed and knows it.
advantage of knowing the result
of the evening already, as he Wendy chose a character not as
chose the Time Traveller from well known to fight her corner;
H.G. Wells’s The Time Machine. the boy Harrison Shepherd from
The
Lacuna
by
Barbara
Kingsolver. Set in 1930s Mexico,
Harrison finds himself working
for the artists Diego Rivera and
Frida Kahlo in the kitchens. His
learning the lesson to do any
task, however small, with love
earned him a special place in
Wendy’s heart as she read a
passage of him gently folding
flour into water.
In the end there could only be
one victor…or in this case two.
The final contender was Ben’s Best character was voted to be
Katherine Swynford from Anya Elizabeth Bennet for Austen’s
Seton’s novel Katherine. Based near-perfection in creating
on the life of Katherine who someone so well-rounded and
was romantically involved with strong, but best argument was
John of Gaunt, many kings and won by Robert’s Rumpole for
queens are direct descendants. providing a great case worthy of
His flaw, for Dave, is his role as Citing her calm, her beauty, her the Old Bailey herself, and for
an observer, but his strength is strength through struggle and ending the final night of the
his mantra “We need to final redemption, for Ben 2017/2018 season on a high!
constantly
be
challenging Katherine is everything a
ourselves in order to strengthen worthy character should be.
our character and increase our
intelligence.” A fine sentiment
indeed.
Lesley went in strong, with
Elizabeth Bennet from Jane
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice.
Reciting the scene where
Elizabeth is confronted by the
formidable Lady Catherine de
Bourgh “A report of a most
alarming nature reached me…”
Lesley admired Lizzie’s ability to
take on such a woman and win,

18
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The BIG Interview
Lloyd Otis, crime writer, is our latest victim…
were plotted out from day one, yet one of the
joys of writing is when you go over what you’ve
already written, is to see an opportunity and
invoke a moment of fresh tension which I found
to be the case.
Where did you find your initial spark of
inspiration for Dead Lands?
I think from the moment that I decided to create
a character like Arlo Breck that would distrust his
colleagues during an intense investigation, set
within a volatile environment.

I try to show how the characters
are affected by what’s going on.
Full Name:
Lloyd Otis

The backdrop of 1970s London plays a big part
in your story. Why did you choose that time and
place?
I thought it’d be a huge glamorous adventure
writing about flared jeans, Bowie, and the punk
movement which is was, but there was so many
other issues like sexism and discrimination in
high doses. I suppose the perfect environment
for my hardened, but flawed detectives.

Your recent book Dead Lands has been
described as being gritty. How hard is it to write
about tough and brutal subject matter?
It can be difficult but often reality is a lot scarier
than fiction, so the challenge is not to glamorise
the tough and brutal subject matter. If it does
happen then I try to show how the characters are We’ve heard you are a movie fan. What are your
affected by what’s going on.
favourite three films and why?
I am, so maybe it’s time to write a film script
How do you feel you successfully wove soon. I think that there are too many to mention
suspense throughout Dead Lands?
I hope by preventing the reader from completely
trusting any of the characters and wondering
why so many untruths are being told, right up to
the last moments. The multi-layered plot of Dead
Lands allowed me to throw in many variables.

Lloyd’s
untypical day…

Did you plot it out in every detail or did you let
your writing guide you?
Yes, there were key areas of the story arch that
19
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to knock it down to a particular favourite three,
but I remember watching Daniel Day-Lewis in
There Will Be Blood and the opening scene was
so mesmerising just watching him and following
what was going on. Good stories told well and
acted well is what I like in a film.

probably shouldn’t do it. I get a tremendous
burst of energy whenever I complete my word
target for the week, or come up with a great idea
for something.

If anyone feels exhausted by writing
then they probably shouldn’t do it.

What projects are you currently working on?
I’m currently working on a fresh new story that
isn’t set in the Dead Lands world and it's one that Do you have any writing mentors, and if so what
I’m really excited about.
are some of the most valuable lessons you have
learned from them?
What is your writing ambition?
I used to be part of a writing group and my
To continue to write stories that the readers former writing tutor in those sessions, who’s now
enjoy, with characters that they can either relate around 85, showed me the value of believing in
to or are intrigued by.
what I had written and being prepared to talk
about it.
What’s the best money you’ve ever spent as a
writer?
A budget printer. I like to print things out after a
few drafts and see the words on paper which I
find invaluable.

What is ‘success’ for you?
What happens in a typical day?
Being able to get new stories out to the public
In a typical day it’s breakfast then writing, lunch and having readers tell me that they’ve enjoyed
then writing, dinner then writing, but on an what I’ve written.
untypical day it would be going to the gym and
also hang gliding. OK, only joking about the hang What was your favourite book as a child?
gliding bit.
Initially, the Marvel comic books were stories
that I really loved as a youngster, because of the
Does writing energise or exhaust you?
artwork and the snappy ‘superhero’ dialogues.
If anyone feels exhausted by writing then they
© Verulam Writers 2018
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Do you have a favourite saying or quote, and if What is your worst trait?
so, what is it?
Leaving the toilet seat up, sorry. I’m trying to fix
“Winning is a habit. Watch your thoughts, they that.
become your beliefs. Watch your beliefs, they
become your words. Watch your words, they
become your actions. Watch your actions, they
become your habits. Watch your habits, they
become your character”. Vince Lombardi
What is your one luxury item you couldn’t do
without?
A device to write with.

…my former writing tutor… showed
me the value of believing in what I
had written…
What is your idea of a good night?
A good meal, a good film, and great company.
Tell us something we won’t know about you.
I don’t eat avocados.

What’s your most embarrassing moment?
Being ill in front of a girl that I liked at school. It
was my first and only moment to impress and to
be honest it didn’t work out that well.
If you could go anywhere in history where
would you go?
The future, where I hope the world would have
learned from its past mistakes and become a
better place.

What did you want to be when you were
growing up?
What is the most important lesson you’ve
A writer, someone that could use words to learned in life?
inform and engage.
We’re here for a short period of time so enjoy
every moment as much as you can.
Who would play you in a film of your life story
and why?
Tell us a joke!
It’d have to be Idris Elba because he is the man Why did the physics teacher break up with the
of the moment, great in The Wire, and strangely biology teacher? There was no chemistry.
menacing as a gun-slinging hero in the film
adaptation of Stephen King’s The Dark Tower.
Best and worst jobs you’ve had?
Bad ones – there are way too many, but writing
and editing are the best ones I’ve had.

NOT on Lloyd’s menu

Who or what is the greatest love of your life?
My family.
When were you happiest?
When the sun shines and everyone else is happy.
21
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Where and When Do You Do It?
Steve Barley does it at his convenience…
Douglas Adams once did it
under duress when locked in a
hotel suite, George Bernard
Shaw and Roald Dahl had a
penchant for doing it in a shed,
whilst Ian Fleming once
admitted he was much better
at it in the mornings. As for the
women, Margaret Atwood
admits she’ll do it anywhere,
Cressida Cowell does do it in
bed, but typically only during
the day, and everyone knows
that J K Rowling started out by
doing it in a coffee shop. What
are we talking about? Writing
of course!
George Bernard Shaw did it in his shed…

Stick any famous author on a
stage at The Hay Festival, add an
audience of fans, writers and
journalists and it won’t be long
before someone pops the
question: ‘What’s your typical
daily writing routine?’ Cue a
collective lean forward and
holding of breath as everyone,
me included, awaits the big
reveal – that magical step-bystep formula guaranteed to
result in a bestseller. Only, speak
to different authors and it
seems there is more than one.
But, as a writer who dreams one
day of having his own time on
that Hay stage, which approach
should I follow?

be a local favourite: whether
that space is filled with
comforting knick-knacks like
Roald
Dahl’s
in
Great
Missenden, Buckinghamshire,
or is of a more minimalist
nature, like George Bernard
Shaw’s writing shed in Ayot St
Lawrence,
Hertfordshire
–
although the fact his could
rotate to catch the natural light
is pretty neat! Sadly, my own
shed is occupied by all the
wrong tools for the writing
trade and, last time I looked,
the spiders do seem to have all
the web access cornered.

Using a hut to write in seems to

Wait…
22

Margaret Atwood, author of The
Handmaid’s Tale, once said, ‘If
you’re waiting for the perfect
moment you’ll never write a
thing because it will never
arrive. I have no routine. I have
no foolproof anything.’ Cheers
Maggie, you’re no help at all.
The children’s author Cressida
Cowell has a daybed in the
place where she writes and
claims to have done most of her
homework behind her hugely
successful How to Train Your
Dragon series whilst relaxing
there… in between naps of
course. Tempting, but as I use a
desktop to write on, I’m not
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sure how well that would fit
under the duvet… or with ‘Er
indoors’ as Arthur Daly used to
say.
Perhaps, rather than the where,
I’ll have more luck with when to
write.

Douglas
Adams,
of The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
fame, who was quoted as
saying, ‘I love deadlines. I love
the whooshing noise they make
as they go by.’ Never a prolific
writer, Adams was even locked
in a hotel suite by his editor for
three weeks in order to make
him finish So Long, and Thanks
for All the Fish. Unfortunately, I
don’t have an editor, and if I
was locked in a hotel room for
three weeks, I’d only emerge
two stone heftier, with a room
service and mini-bar bill to
match, and be lucky if I’d
produced a couple of story
doodles – on Premier Inn
notepaper in between back-toback episodes of Homes Under
the Hammer.

Ian Fleming spoke about his
daily regime when writing his
Bond books as, ‘I write for
about three hours in the
morning... and I do another
hour's work between six and
seven in the evening. I never
correct anything and I never go
back to see what I have
written.’ Oh dear, if that had
been me and I’d not doublechecked my work very, very
carefully, it would have created
a
whole
new
movie
experience… ‘The name’s Bond, And let me rule out old J K
James Pond.’
herself, even if she is the most
successful author on my list. My
I do feel some empathy with
wallet and acid reflux simply
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can’t afford endless tall
Americanos in Starbucks. And
without earplugs and gritted

teeth I think I’d struggle to
ignore the hubbub in order to
knock out my – ahem – literary
masterpiece… or even a piece
of flash fiction.
So I think I’ll just follow my own
advice for a change and write
where I want – which is at
home in a quiet room – and
when I want – which means
when it is convenient. I suggest
you do the same.
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The Greatest Stories
Nick Cook on Greek Mythology Saturday Courses at Oaklands College St Albans.

Odysseus and Polyphemus
(1896) by Arnold Böcklin:
Odysseus and his crew escape
the cyclops Polyphemus.

In 2018-2019 Oaklands College will be offering the following Saturday Courses on Greek Mythology:

Homeward Bound: the story of Odysseus, (Saturday 20 October 2018, course code CL237A1P)
The Wrath of Achilles: or “the longest sulk in Greek mythology” (Saturday 21 March 2019)
How on Earth did they Survive? The story of the stories. (Saturday 15 June 2019)
All courses are from 10.00am to 2.30pm and tutored by Nick Cook.
Homeward Bound and The Wrath of Achilles: These courses are based around the Odyssey and Iliad
respectively. These are Europe’s first literary best sellers. They took the Classical world by storm and even now
inspire story tellers all over the world. The Cohen brothers film Oh Brother Where Art Thou? released in 2000
was heavily based on the Odyssey. Madeline Miller’s recasting of the Iliad as a love story between the Greek
warrior Achilles and his companion Patroclus won The Song of Achilles the Orange Prize in 2012. As well as
covering these stories the course will also look the light they throw on ancient and prehistoric Greek society.
Not only do they contain universal truths about the human condition but their examination of issues such as
gender and freedom and war make them very relevant today.
How on Earth did they Survive? This course tells a
story of survival. You will learn how Greek myths made
it to the present often by the skins of their Olympian
teeth. It was touch and go. The ruthless destruction of
pagan civilisation by the early Christians during the
death rattle of the Roman Empire made survival very
problematic. And yet paradoxically it was the Christian
Church that played a big part in keeping the Greek
myths alive. This course will show you that the story of
these myths is every bit as entertaining and fascinating
as the myths themselves.

Achilles and Hector

To enrol please contact Oaklands College on 01727 737
154, or to find out more about the course please email
Nick Cook at: mr.nickcook@googlemail.com
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Howard Linskey’s Crime
Competition
Jonny Rowland reports on the Howard Linskey competition for crime fiction.
On June 27th, Verulam Writers were proud
to host the Third annual Howard Linskey
Crime Competition. This year, we have had
seven entries on a range of themes.
Howard gave thanks for all the entries, which
almost made him forget about the World
Cup!
Third place went to Grave Concerns, written
by Gerwin de Boer under the pseudonym
Will Barrymore. The protagonist spent years
in the military and has decided to become a
groundskeeper. When digging graves by hand
he notices his colleagues are bringing new gardening materials, fertiliser, concrete, and a fresh body
in a tarpaulin to swap with an old coffin...
Second place went to Warren Peace, aka Ben Bergonzi, for The Wrong Side of the Volga. That
morning the folder sat on Peter’s desk like a bomb, and he tries to get out from his boss Valentina’s
scrutiny by revealing her misconduct - courtesy of a mislaid document on an office printer. However,
instead of revealing a secret assassin’s hitlist to the authorities, Peter discovers to his horror that he
might have reported a good soul to the wrong person...
First place went to The Escaped Jaguar by Katt Burglar, aka Phil Mitchell. A zookeeper is being
questioned by the police after the disappearance of his jaguar. He thinks back to his infatuation with
a ‘perfect’ woman, and goes on the run when the authorities discover that she has disappeared as
well. It is only when the cops manage to corner him that anyone asks what happened to the zoo’s
lion.
Other entries included The Crime of Surviving by Iris Mycase, the pseudonym of Dave Weaver, about
a man plagued with survivor’s guilt. Darcy Kidd’s Murder at the Academy, penned by Richard
Bruckdorfer, featured a murder at the Margaret Thatcher Academy. Hans Upp, a.k.a. Tina, wrote
Street Cred, about teenager Sammy who has been brought to the magistrate’s court over an incident
where a car he was in rolled into the road. Mary Anna’s Adult Missing is concerned with a Japanese
woman who was robbed and then killed on the Red Line Metro, but her unquiet ghost has more
things to say...
The Gnome de Plume award for best pseudonym went to Ben for Warren Peace, and thanks were
given to Howard for another great competition.
© Verulam Writers 2018
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Web: www.lesleyeames.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LesleyEamesWriter
Twitter: @LesleyEames

The Prolific Writer of St Albans on
The Silver Ladies of London
VERACITY speaks to Lesley about her latest publication.
How does it feel to see The Silver Ladies published?
It’s exciting. I’m not new to publication as I’ve sold numerous
short stories to the women’s magazine market over the years but
this is my first novel. It’s also a little scary because, as a creative
writing tutor and mentor for many years, I’m usually the person
who deliver feedback rather than receives it. Feedback is rarely
given by readers of short stories but a novel is exposed to online
criticism for all the world to see. My publishers arranged a blog
tour for my novel which involved sending copies to several book
bloggers with a view to them posting reviews on their blogs.
Luckily, I’ve been thrilled by the feedback I’ve received so far. It’s
pretty rewarding when an Amazon Top 1000 blogger declares
your book as being, ‘up there amongst the best novels she’s read
this year’. Not that I’m relaxing because other reviewers and
readers may think differently, of course.

Where did you get your inspiration for the book from?
A while ago I won the Festival of Romance New Talent Award for an opening chapter. One of the
judges was an agent who was interested in developing the story as I hadn’t got past chapter one at
the time. However, my vision was of a fairly dark historical story while hers was of a saga. While I
didn’t feel that particular story was right for the saga market, the idea of writing a saga was planted
and gradually it grew. Sagas are about people and their issues, and what I most enjoy writing about
are people and their issues so it felt like a good match. I set my story in the early 1920s because it
was a time of great change and contrasts - all the fun of the Roaring ‘20s on one side of the coin;
poverty and discrimination on the other. My story features four girls who share a common problem
and also have individual problems too. It was a complicated business to weave the various plot
strands together but we writers like a challenge, don’t we?
Has being in Verulam Writers helped?
Being in VW has helped a lot. My original membership was part of a prize for winning an open short
story competition run by VW in conjunction with a local newspaper and bookshop. I went along as a
courtesy in the first instance, not knowing if it would be my cup of tea, but I’ve stayed for years. VW
gave me confidence in my writing in those early days as I did well in internal competitions and
received a lot of encouragement from fellow members. It was actually a fellow member who urged
me to start submitting stories to women’s magazines. Writing is a solitary business and I find the eyes
of non-writer friends tend to glaze over with that, ‘Get me out of here’ look if I talk about writing indepth. It’s great to have a community of local writers who ‘get it’ and are incredibly generous with
their support.
26
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The Verulam Writers’ Block The Verulam Writers Showcase
Yvonne Moxley has lived in Harpenden for the past thirty three years and has been attending VW for so long
that she can’t remember when she first joined. She took a year out from VW ten years ago to take an MA in
Creative Writing at Brunel University where she began her novel, which she is still writing over and over ad
nauseam.
Her writing career began after leaving college when she worked as a junior reporter for The Christian, a
London weekly newspaper. She then took on the role of full-time scriptwriter for two comics, Pippin and
Playland, writing 13 stories each week. More recently she has had four
articles accepted for The Lady website, various articles for Hertfordshire
Life, and a half-hour story recorded by Radio Four for their audio books,
read by the late Bill Wallis and Nerys Hughes of Liver Birds fame.
Yvonne enjoys all crafts, and experiments profusely with devising
different cocktails. She runs a confectionary and tobacconist shop,
Thorns of Harpenden with her son, Glenn, which leaves little time for
writing although she still finds time to make the odd cocktail or three.

Henry Frederick Chopping
One of the worse multiple tragedies occurred at sea
at the beginning of WWI which culminated in the
largest loss of life in the British Royal Navy’s history.
The armoured cruiser HMS Aboukir was carrying out
a routine patrol duty off the coast of the Netherlands.
At 6:20am on 22nd September 1914 it was attacked
by a German U-boat. A torpedo struck the ship on its
star-board side from a range of just over 500 yards.
The senior officer, Captain Drummond, mistakenly
presumed that the explosion had been caused by the
ship hitting a mine and he radioed for help to two
nearby cruisers, HMS Cressy and HMS Hogue. The
German U-boat resurfaced and fired again. Three
torpedoes hit HMS Hogue and one hit HMS Cressy.
Bad weather the previous night had forced their
escorting Destroyers to seek cover, so there was no
immediate help available. It took only 35 minutes for
HMS Aboukir to list and capsize. She sank in under an
hour. Several Dutch ships arrived on the scene at
around 8:30am to begin rescuing the few survivors
and they were later joined by British fishing trawlers.
Eight Destroyers were already on their way as
reinforcements.
More than 1,450 crew men and officers were
drowned at sea. My grandfather, Harry Chopping,
was on board HMS Aboukir.

He survived.
Until this tragedy patrol ships weren’t considered
likely targets for attack, and German U-boats weren’t
believed to be a serious threat. In fact this type-9 Uboat had only just been introduced and members of
the Admiralty had described them as ‘toys’.
A second ship that my grandfather served on (name
unknown as yet) was also torpedoed and he survived
a second time.
Near the end of the war he volunteered to work on
the submarines where he could earn extra money as
they were considered more dangerous than other
ships. The Germans found him yet again and for the
third time he was attacked and hit by a torpedo. But
this wasn’t third-time lucky for the enemy. In his
haste to get through the hatch he badly damaged his
back, but he still managed to escape.
Twenty one years later and much to his
disappointment he was not allowed to serve in WWII.
He died aged 82 but had lived for most of his life with
a hole in his back.
I raise my cocktail glass, mainly consisting of Navy
rum, to his fortitude, tenacity and bravery.
Cheers, Grandad.
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Upcoming AGM
Committee positions will be
elected at the AGM at the start of
the 2018/2019 season on the 5th
September.
If you would like to stand for a
committee position then you may
do so at the AGM. Our chairman,
Dave Weaver, has announced his
intention to step down, so if you
would like to find out more about
the position or any other position
on the committee please email:
VWVeracityEditor@gmail.com

That’s All Folks!
This edition marks the end of the
2017/2018 season, but Verulam
Writers will return in September
for the 2018/2019 season, in
which VW will celebrate turning
65 years young! We look forward
to welcoming members, old and
new for a great new season.
Correction
In the last edition of VERACITY Robert
Paterson’s article ‘ Don’t Rock the Quote’ spoke
about the use of the poem If in a commercial.
Robert would like to correct that it was a Dove
soap commercial, not one for Boots stores, in
which this was used. Sorry for the error!

About Us
Verulam Writers meet fortnightly on Wednesday
evenings at 8pm in St Michael’s Church Hall, St
Albans, AL3 4SL. Informal gatherings are held
every other week in a local pub. To find out more
and for a full list of events, visit the VW website
at: www.verulamwriterscircle.org.uk

Get Involved
If you would like to write for VERACITY (we’d
love to have you!) or have any comments or
feedback please email the editor Sam Ellis at
VWVeracityEditor@gmail.com

Publicity
If you have anything you’d like to publicise (a new
publication, an event etc.) then we’d love to hear
about it at: VWPublicity@gmail.com

The editor would like to thank all
of the contributors to this
edition of VERACITY.
Follow us on:
Facebook
@verulamwriters
Twitter
@getwriting2017

Wishing you all a fantastic
summer full of fun,
happiness… and writing!
Next Meeting: 5th September
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